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Abstract—While i-vector/PLDA framework has achieved great
success, its performance still degrades dramatically under noisy
conditions. To compensate for the variability of i-vectors caused
by different levels of background noise, this paper proposes an
SNR-invariant PLDA framework for robust speaker verification.
First, nonparametric feature analysis (NFA) is employed to
suppress intra-speaker variation and emphasize the discriminative information inherited in the boundaries between speakers
in the i-vector space. Then, in the NFA-projected subspace,
SNR-invariant PLDA is applied to separate the SNR-specific
information from speaker-specific information using an identity
factor and an SNR factor. Accordingly, a projected i-vector in the
NFA subspace can be represented as a linear combination of three
components: speaker, SNR, and channel. During verification, the
variability due to SNR and channels are integrated out when
computing the marginal likelihood ratio. Experiments based on
NIST 2012 SRE show that the proposed framework achieves
superior performance when compared with the conventional
PLDA and SNR-dependent mixture of PLDA.
Index Terms—i-vector, PLDA, SNR-invariant, nonparametric
feature analysis, speaker verification.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N text-independent speaker verification [1], [2], most stateof-the-art systems use an i-vector [3] to represent the
acoustic characteristics of an utterance. Unlike joint factor
analysis (JFA) [4], [5], [6] in which the channel and speaker
variabilities are compressed into two distinct subspaces respectively, the i-vector framework learns a single low-dimensional
subspace called the total variability subspace, through which
utterances of variable-length can be represented as fixedlength i-vectors whose elements are the latent variables of a
factor analyzer [7]. Such a representation greatly simplifies the
modeling process as the dimension of i-vectors is much lower
than that of GMM-supervectors [8], [9]. Statistical techniques,
such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [10], withinclass covariance normalization (WCCN) [11], and probabilistic
LDA (PLDA) [12], can be applied to suppress the channeland session-variability in i-vectors. Typically, LDA is applied
to the i-vectors followed by the WCCN. The former aims to
find a low-dimensional subspace of the total variability space
in which intersession variability is minimal, and the latter
further compensates for intersession variability by normalizing
the within-speaker covariance while maintaining the direction
of the subspace found by LDA. Cosine distance between the
target-speaker’s i-vector and test i-vector is then used as a
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similarity measure between the target speaker and the test
speaker. Alternatively, by assuming that the priors on the latent
variables of the PLDA model follow a Gaussian distribution
or Student’s t distribution, the Gaussian PLDA and heavytailed PLDA [13] were proposed respectively. To deal with
the non-Gaussian behavior of i-vectors, length normalization
[14], [15], [16] is applied to the i-vectors so that the resulting
vectors are more amendable to Gaussian PLDA modeling.
In the i-vector/PLDA framework, the purpose of LDA is to
find a low-dimensional subspace for PLDA modeling. This is
achieved by finding a subspace that maximizes the betweenclass separation and minimizes the within-class variation. LDA
assumes that the density of each class is a Gaussian and
that the classes share the same covariance structure. This
assumption results in the computation of two matrices: withinclass scatter matrix and between-class scatter matrix. The
accuracy of these matrices depends on a number of factors,
of which the accuracy of class-dependent mean vectors is of
fundamental importance. In the context of i-vector speaker
verification, these class-dependent means are the means of
speaker-dependent i-vectors, each of which is estimated from
the utterances (sessions) of a training speaker. In most practical
situations, the number of training speakers could be as large as
several hundred, but many of these speakers may only have a
few sessions. The limited number of sessions per speaker could
lead to inaccurate class-dependent mean vectors. As there is
no mechanism to suppress the effect of these inaccurate mean
vectors on the scatter matrices, the performance of LDA will
suffer.
To address the limitation of LDA, a nonparametric feature analysis (NFA) [17] approach was proposed and successfully applied to face recognition. Instead of using the
class-dependent means to compute the within-class scatter
matrix, NFA replaces the class-dependent means by the nearest
neighbors to each training vector. Similarly, to compute the
between-class scatter matrix, NFA uses all of the training
vectors and their nearest neighbors from other classes rather
than utilizing the class-dependent means and the global mean.
This strategy is very effective in capturing the discriminative
class boundary information inherited in the training set.
Recently, noise robust speaker verification has received
increasing attention due to its great practical value [18],
[19], [20], [21]. Studies have shown that background noise
has severe effects on the performance of speaker recognition
systems [22], [23], [24]. A recent study [25] also found that
mismatches in radio channels could have detrimental effect on
performance.
Although traditional PLDA model addresses session mismatch well, it does not consider the effect of noise at varying
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To improve the robustness of ivector/PLDA systems, several methods have been proposed.
For example, Hasan and Hansen [26], [27] proposed a two
stage factor analysis scheme in which the posterior means and
covariances of acoustic factors in the first stage are used for ivector extraction in the second stage. Kheder et al. [28] clean
up noisy i-vectors by using an additive noise model in the
i-vector space.
Another direction is to pooled clean and noisy utterances
together to train a robust PLDA model [29], [30], [31], [32],
[33]. In particular, Garcia-Romero et al. [34] applied multicondition training to train multiple PLDA models, one for
each condition. A robust system was then constructed by
combining all of the PLDA models according to the posterior
probability of each condition. Mak [35] proposed an adaptive
multi-condition training algorithm called mixture of SNRdependent PLDA to handle test utterances with a wide range
of SNR. The main limitations of these multi-condition training
methods are that (1) the system performance degrades when
the distributions of SNR in the training set and the test set
are not consistent, (2) it is necessary to train multiple PLDA
models, which increases computation complexity during the
training and recognition stages, and (3) the noise level of
each test utterance should be estimated when computing the
verification score.
Motivated by the limitations of LDA and multi-condition
training in i-vector/PLDA framework, we propose a new
framework for SNR-invariant speaker verification by incorporating the SNR variability into PLDA modeling in the
reduced nonparametric subspace. As a preprocessor for PLDA
modeling, NFA aims to maximize inter-speaker separation and
emphasize the boundaries between speakers in the i-vector
space by constructing two nonparametric scatter matrices.
In the back-end modeling stage, we propose a noise robust
speaker verification method that can deal with the mismatch
caused by noise with a wide range of SNR. Inspired by
the hidden factor analysis [36] approach to age invariant
face recognition, we assume that the noise-related variability
and the speaker-related variability embedded in the NFA- or
LDA-projected i-vectors can be modeled by an SNR factor
and a speaker (identity) factor in a linear generative model.
We refer to it as SNR-invariant PLDA. In this model, the
identity component and the SNR component live in two
different subspaces which can be obtained by an expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm. In the verification stage, both
target and test i-vectors are projected onto the nonparametric
subspace. Then, SNR variability and channel variability are
integrated out when the likelihood ratio is computed.
II. I- VECTOR /PLDA FOR S PEAKER V ERIFICATION
Conventional i-vector/PLDA framework consists of three
parts: i-vector extraction, inter-session variability compensation, and PLDA modeling.
A. I-vector Extraction
Inspired by the observation that the channel subspace still
contains speaker-related information in joint factor analysis
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(JFA), Dehak et al. [3] proposed to jointly model speaker and
channel variabilities in a combined subspace called the total
variability space. Using this subspace, a speaker- and channeldependent GMM-supervector Mi can be expressed as:
Mi = M + T xi

(1)

where M is the speaker- and channel-independent GMMsupervector obtained by stacking the mean vectors of a universal background model (UBM) [37], T is a low-rank matrix
whose columns define the bases of the total variability space,
and the loading factor xi is a low-dimensional identity vector
referred to as i-vector. The i-vector xi is assumed to follow
a standard normal distribution N (0, I). Given the centralized
Baum-Welch statistics from a set of training utterances, the
matrix T is estimated via an expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm identical to that of the joint factor analysis [4] but
with the speaker labels ignored. Given T and an utterance, the
posterior mean of the latent factor is estimated and considered
as the i-vector xi of the utterance.
B. Inter-Session Variability Compensation
As i-vectors comprise both speaker- and channelcharacteristics, it is important to compensate for inter-session
variability. Typically, this can be done by LDA projection
followed by WCCN.
1) Linear Discriminant Analysis: The main purpose of
LDA [10] is to reduce the dimensionality of i-vectors before PLDA modeling [13]. LDA is a parametric discriminant
analysis technique as it uses the parametric form of Gaussian
distributions to represent the scatter matrices. LDA aims
to determine an optimal projection W that maximizes the
between-class scatter and minimizes the within-class scatter of
the projected data. Specifically, the optimal projection matrix
Wlda is calculated as [38]:
Wlda = argmax
W

|W> Sb W|
|W> Sw W|

(2)

where Sw and Sb are the within-class scatter matrix and
between-class scatter matrix, respectively. The within-class
scatter matrix is defined as:
Sw =

Ni
S X
X

(xij − µi )(xij − µi )>

(3)

i=1 j=1

where xij is the j-th i-vector from speaker i, S is the number
of speakers, Ni denotes the number of i-vectors belonging to
speaker i, and µi is the mean of the i-vectors from speaker i.
The between-class scatter matrix is given by
Sb =

S
X

Ni (µi − µ)(µi − µ)>

(4)

i=1

where µ is the global mean of all i-vectors. The solution of
Eq. 2 comprises the eigenvectors of S−1
w Sb .
2) Within Class Covariance Normalization: Given the
LDA-projected i-vectors, WCCN [11] aims to further suppress
the intra-speaker variability in the reduced subspace. The
WCCN projection matrix can be calculated as the square-root
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of the inverse of the standard within-class covariance matrix:
Wwccn =

S−1/2
wccn

(5)

where
Swccn =

Ni
S
X
1 X
>
>
(Wlda
xij − µ̂i )(Wlda
xij − µ̂i )> (6)
N
i
j=1
i=1

where µ̂i denotes the mean of the LDA-projected i-vectors
from speaker i.
C. Gaussian PLDA Modeling
Prince and Elder [39], [40] proposed a probabilistic LDA
(PLDA) approach to increasing the separability between the
facial images of different persons. Kenny [13] brought this idea
to the speaker recognition community by assuming that the ivectors follow a Student’s t distribution. The resulting model is
commonly referred to as heavy-tailed PLDA models. Shortly
after Kenny’s work, it was discovered that PLDA models with
Gaussian priors on the latent factors can achieve almost the
same performance as heavy-tailed PLDA if the i-vectors have
been length-normalized [14], [15], [16]. The resulting model
is known as Gaussian PLDA models in the literature.
In Gaussian PLDA, a length-normalised i-vector x̂ij from
the j-th session of speaker i is regarded as an observation
generated from a probabilistic model of the form:
x̂ij = m + Vhi + Grij + ij .

(7)

In the model, m is the global mean of i-vectors, V defines
the speaker subspace with the speaker factor hi following a
standard normal distribution, G defines the channel subspace
with the channel factor rij that follows a standard normal
distribution, and ij is a residual term following a Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix
Σ.
According to [13], [14], the PLDA model in Eq. 7 can be
divided into two parts: (1) the speaker part (m + Vhi ) that
depends on the i-th speaker only and (2) the channel part
(Grij + ij ) that depends not only on the speaker but also on
his/her sessions. As i-vectors are of sufficiently low dimension,
the term Grij can be absorbed into Σ if the latter is a full
covariance matrix. Accordingly, the Gaussian PLDA model
can be simplified as follow:
x̂ij = m + Vhi + ij ,

(8)

where ij ∼ N (0, Σ) with Σ being a full covariance matrix.
This paper adopts this simplified model.
III. SNR-I NVARIANT PLDA M ODELING IN
N ONPARAMETRIC S UBSPACE
In order to enhance the noise robustness of i-vector/PLDA
systems, several multi-condition training methods have been
proposed to generate multiple SNR-dependent PLDA models
[34], [35], [41]. In spite of the promising results obtained
by these methods, the systems work well only under some
restricted conditions. For example, the SNRs of training and
test utterances must be within the same range and it is

necessary to measure the SNRs of the test utterances during
verification. Moreover, computational complexity increases
significantly because multiple PLDA models must be trained.
To address these limitations, this paper proposes a framework
for SNR-invariant PLDA modeling in nonparametric subspace.
Before SNR-invariant PLDA modeling, nonparametric feature
analysis (NFA) is applied to the i-vectors to maximize the
discriminative information embedded in the i-vectors. Then,
an SNR-invariant PLDA model is constructed using the NFAprojected i-vectors as input.
A. Nonparametric Feature Analysis
To address the limitations of LDA, a nonparametric feature
analysis (NFA) technique was proposed for face recognition
[17]. Inspired by this study, we applied NFA to i-vector based
speaker verification as follows. Denote xij as the j-th WCCNwhitened and length-normalized i-vector from speaker i. The
nonparametric within-class scatter matrix and between-class
scatter matrix in NFA are calculated as follows:
SNFA
=
w

Ni
S kX
1 −1 X
X
(xij − ψl (xij , i))(xij − ψl (xij , i))> (9)
i=1 l=1 j=1

SNFA
=
b

Ni
k2 X
S X
S X
X
ω(i, r, l, j)(xij − ψl (xij , r))
i=1

r=1
r6=i

(10)

l=1 j=1

(xij − ψl (xij , r))>
where S is the total number of speakers in the training set,
Ni is the number of i-vectors from speaker i, ψl (xij , r) is the
l-th nearest neighbor from speaker r to xij , and k1 − 1 and
k2 respectively denote the number of the nearest neighbors
and SNFA
selected during the computation of SNFA
w
b . The
weighting term ω(i, r, l, j) in Eq. 10 is defined as:
min{dα (xij , ψl (xij , i)), dα (xij , ψl (xij , r))}
dα (xij , ψl (xij , i)) + dα (xij , ψl (xij , r))
1
=
,
i 6= r
1 + g(xij )α
(11)
where d(x1 , x2 ) is the Euclidean distance between vector x1
and vector x2 , and α controls the rate of change of the weight
with respect to the distance ratio g(xij ). In this paper, α is
set to 2.
Note that LDA is parametric in that the global mean µ
and class-dependent means µi in Eqs. 3 and 4 are parameters
of Gaussian distributions. On the other hand, NFA is nonparametric in that the terms in Eqs. 9 and 10 are vectors
near the decision boundaries. They are not the parameters of
distributions.
In Eq. 11, if dα (xij , ψl (xij , i)) < dα (xij , ψl (xij , r)), then
ω(i, r, l, j) =

g(xij ) =

d(xij , ψl (xij , r))
,
d(xij , ψl (xij , i))

g(xij ) =

d(xij , ψl (xij , i))
.
d(xij , ψl (xij , r))

otherwise

For a selected i-vector xij near a speaker boundary (e.g.,
xi1 and xi2 shown in Fig. 1), the between-class distance
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SNR-specific information. From a modeling standpoint, both
SNR-specific and identity-specific information can be captured
using latent factors. We refer to these latent factors as SNR
factor and identity factor in the sequel.
Under the above assumptions, an NFA-projected1 i-vector
can be regarded as an observation generated from a linear
generative model that comprises three components: (1) SNR
component, (2) identity component, and (3) channel variability
and the remaining variability that cannot be captured by the
first two components. Assume that we have a set of Ddimension reduced i-vectors X = {x̂kij |i = 1, . . . , S; j =
1, . . . , Hi (k); k = 1, . . . , K} obtained from S speakers in
NFA subspace, where x̂kij is the j-th sample from speaker i at
the k-th SNR sub-group. In the SNR-invariant PLDA model,
x̂kij can be expressed as:
Fig. 1.
Hypothetic example illustrating the between-class distance
d(xij , ψl (xij , r)) [dashed lines] and the within-class distance
d(xij , ψl (xij , i)) [solid lines] for the training i-vectors xij of speaker i.
For xi1 and xi2 , the weighting function ω(·) in Eq. 11 approaches 0.5. For
xi3 , ω(·) approaches 0.0.

d(xij , ψl (xij , r)) [dashed line] is comparable to the withinclass distance d(xij , ψl (xij , i)) [solid line], causing g(xij )
to approach 1.0. Therefore, the weighting function ω(·) in
Eq. 11 approaches 0.5. On the other hand, if the selected ivector xij is far away from a speaker boundary, e.g, xi3 , the
between-class distance d(xij , ψl (xij , r)) will be much larger
than the between-class distance d(xij , ψl (xij , i)), causing the
weighting function ω(·) to approach 0.0. As a result, the
discriminative speaker boundary information in the training
set can be emphasized by the weighting function.
Similar to the standard LDA, the NFA projection matrix
−1 NFA
Sb .
comprises the eigenvectors of (SNFA
w )
Compared with the traditional LDA, both the within-class
and between-class scatter matrices in NFA have a nonparametric form. Instead of using the speaker-dependent i-vector
means, NFA selects some of the nearest samples from the
same speaker or from other speakers to calculate the scatter
matrices, making the NFA more capable of capturing the
structural information of speaker boundaries than LDA. Moreover, the contribution of each neighbor sample to the scatter
matrix is controlled by the ratio between the inter-speaker
distance to intra-speaker distance, which effectively increases
the influence of the i-vectors that are close to the inter-speaker
boundaries.
B. SNR-Invariant PLDA Modeling
In this section, we propose a new modeling approach,
namely SNR-invariant PLDA, for robust speaker verification.
Unlike Gaussian PLDA, SNR-invariant PLDA has two labeled
latent factors representing SNR-specific and identity-specific
information, respectively.
1) Generative Model: The SNR-invariant PLDA model is
inspired by the notion of Gaussian PLDA in which i-vectors
from the same speaker should share an identical latent identity
factor. Similarly, we assume that i-vectors derived from utterances that fall within a narrow SNR range should share similar

x̂kij = m + Vhi + Uwk + kij

(12)

where m is a D × 1 vector representing the global offset,
hi is a P × 1 vector denoting the latent identity factor with
prior distribution N (0, I), wk is a Q × 1 vector denoting the
latent SNR factor with a prior distribution of N (0, I), kij is a
D × 1 vector denoting the residual which follows a Gaussian
distribution N (0, Σ), V is a D × P matrix whose columns
span the speaker subspace, and U is a D × Q matrix whose
columns span the SNR subspace. hi and wk are assumed to
be statistically independent.
The proposed SNR-invariant PLDA is different from the
conventional PLDA in that the former makes use of multiple
labels (speaker IDs and SNR levels) for training the loading
matrices, whereas the latter only uses the speaker IDs. To
exploit the SNR information in the training utterances, the
SNR-invariant PLDA has an additional subspace called SNR
subspace, which results in an extra latent factor called SNR
factor. Unlike the term Grij in Eq. 7, which is speakerand session-dependent, the SNR component Uwk in Eq. 12
depends on the SNR sub-groups. For instance, i-vectors within
the k-th SNR sub-group will share the same SNR factor wk .
2) EM Algorithm: Denote θ = {m, V, U, Σ} as the parameters of the SNR-invariant PLDA model. These parameters
can be learned from a training set using maximum likelihood
estimation. Given an initial value θ, we aim to find a new
estimate θ 0 that maximizes the auxiliary function:


0
0
Q(θ |θ) = Eh,w ln p(X , h, w|θ ) X , θ
X

0
k
= Eh,w
ln [p(x̂ij |hi , wk , θ )p(hi , wk )] X , θ
ijk

(13)
To maximize Eq.13, we need to estimate the posterior distributions of theP
latent variables given the model parameters θ.
K
Denote Ni = k=1 Hi (k) as the number of training samples
PS
from the i-th speaker and Mk = i=1 Hi (k) as the number
of training samples falling in the k-th SNR group. Then the
E-step is as follows:
L1i = I + Ni V> Φ−1
1 V
1 The

i = 1, . . . , S

same formulations also applied to LDA-projected i-vectors.

(14)
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L2k = I + Mk U> Φ−1
2 U
hhi |X i = (L1i )−1 V> Φ−1
1

k = 1, . . . , K

(15)

K H
i (k)
X
X
(x̂kij − m)

(16)

k=1 j=1

hwk |X i = (L2k )−1 U> Φ−1
2

S H
i (k)
X
X
(x̂kij − m)

(17)

i=1 j=1

hhi hTi |X i = (L1i )−1 + hhi |X ihhi |X iT
hwk wkT |X i

=

(L2k )−1

+ hwk |X ihwk |X i

(18)
T

(19)

hwk hTi |X i = hwk |X ihhi |X iT

(20)

hhi wkT |X i = hhi |X ihwk |X iT

(21)

where
Φ1 = UU> + Σ, Φ2 = VV> + Σ
and h.i denotes expectation.
Given Eq. 14–Eq. 21, the model parameters θ 0 can be
estimated via the M-step as follows:
S K Hi (k)
1 XX X k
x̂ij
m=
N i=1
j=1

(22)

k=1



K H
S X
i (k) h
X
i
X
(x̂kij − m)hhi |X i − Uhwk hTi |X i
V0 =


i=1 k=1 j=1

−1
S X
K H
i (k)
X
X

hhi hTi |X i
i=1 k=1 j=1

(23)


S X
K H
i (k) h
X
i
X
(x̂kij − m)hwk |X i − Vhhi wkT |X i
U0 =


i=1 k=1 j=1
−1

K H
S X
i (k)
X
X

hwk wkT |X i
i=1 k=1 j=1

(24)
S K Hi (k)
1 XX X h k
Σ0 =
(x̂ij − m)(x̂kij − m)>
N i=1
j=1
k=1

i
− Vhhi |X i(x̂kij − m)> − Uhwk |X i(x̂kij − m)>
(25)
PS
PK
where N = i=1 Ni = k=1 Mk . Algorithm 1 shows the
procedures of applying the EM algorithm and APPENDIX A
shows the derivations of Eq. 14–Eq. 25.

C. Likelihood Ratio Scores
Given a test sample x̂t and a target sample x̂s in the
NFA subspace, the likelihood ratio score can be computed
as follows:
P (x̂s , x̂t |same-speaker)
L(x̂s , x̂t ) = ln
P (x̂s , x̂t |different-speakers)
(26)
1 >
1 >
>
= const + x̂s Qx̂s + x̂t Qx̂t + x̂s Px̂t
2
2

Algorithm 1 EM Algorithm for SNR-Invariant PLDA
Input:
Development data set consists of NFA-projected i-vectors
X = {x̂kij |i = 1, . . . , S; j = 1, . . . , Hi (k); k = 1, . . . , K},
with identity labels and SNR group labels.
Initialization:
Σ ← 0.01 × I;
V, U ← eigenvectors of PCA projection matrix learned using
data set X ;
Parameter Estimation:
1) Compute m via Eq. 22;
2) Compute L1i and L2k according to Eq. 14 and Eq. 15;
3) Compute the sufficient statistics using Eq. 16 to Eq. 21;
4) Update the model parameters using Eq. 23 to Eq. 25;
5) Go to step 2 until convergence;
Return: the parameters of the SNR-invariant PLDA model
θ = {m, V, U, Σ}.

where
−1
−1
P = Σ−1
,
tot Σac (Σtot − Σac Σtot Σac )
−1
−1
Q = Σ−1
,
tot − (Σtot − Σac Σtot Σac )

Σac = VV> , and Σtot = VV> + UU> + Σ.
See APPENDIX B for the derivations of Eq. 26.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A. Speech Data and Front-End Processing
All experiments were performed on the core set of NIST
2012 Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE)[42]. We divided
the speech data into three categories: (1) development data,
(2) enrollment data, and (3) test data.
• Development Data: The microphone and telephone
speech files from NIST 2005–2008 SREs were used as
development data to train the gender-dependent UBMs
and total variability matrices. The telephone and microphone speech files in 2006–2010 SREs, excluding
speakers with less than 2 utterances, were used to train the
PLDA and SNR-invariant PLDA models. Subsets of these
speakers were used to train the LDA, NFA, and WCCN
projection matrices. The composition of these subsets will
be elaborated in Section V. The speaker labels in the
development data were obtained from the target-speaker
table files in NIST 2012 SRE.2
• Enrollment Data: Enrollment data comprise the conversations of target speakers, as defined by the speaker-table
files in NIST 2012 SRE. Each target speaker has one or
more conversations recorded over different channels and
with different durations. All of the 10-second utterances
and summed-channel utterances were removed from the
target segments. But we ensure that each target speaker
has at least one utterance for enrollment.
2 Starting from 2012 SRE, it is legitimate to use target speakers as
development data. In fact, the speakers in the target-speaker table are speakers
from 2006–2010 SREs.
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B. Creating Noisy Speech for Multi-Condition Training
The SNR distributions of test utterances in CC2, CC4, and
CC5 are shown in Fig. 2. Because the SNR range of the test
utterances in CC4 is much wider than that of CC2 and CC5,
the SNR mismatch between the training and the test utterances
has significant effect on the test trials in CC4. To address this
issue, we added noise to the telephone data of the training data.
Specifically, for each telephone speech file, a noise waveform
file was randomly selected from the 30 noise waveform files
in the PRISM data set [47] and added to the file at a target
SNR using the FaNT tool [48]. The target SNR was chosen
from a target SNR set {6dB, 7dB, . . . , 15dB} in turn so that
10 noise-corrupted files were produced for each clean file.
For experiments on CC4, 14,226 noise corrupted files from
male speakers and 22,356 noise corrupted files from female
speakers were selected randomly and combined with the
original (tel+mic) training data to train the gender-dependent
subspace projection matrices, SNR-invariant PLDA models
and Gaussian PLDA models. The ratio between the numbers
of selected noise corrupted files and original files is 1:1. As
shown in Fig.3, the selected noise corrupted files have a fairly
flat distribution of SNR. A flat SNR distribution is desirable
because it ensures that the resulting PLDA model will not bias
towards a specific SNR.
To measure the “actual” SNR of speech files (including the
original and noise contaminated ones), we used the voltmeter
function of FaNT and the speech/non-speech decisions of our
VAD [43], [44] as follows. Given a speech file, we passed the
waveform to the G.712 frequency weighting filter in FaNT and
then estimated the speech energy using the voltmeter function
(sv-p56.c from the ITU-T Software Tool Library [49]).
Then, we extracted the non-speech segments based on the
VAD’s decisions and passed the non-speech segments to the
voltmeter function to estimate the noise energy. The difference
between the signal and noise energies in the log domain gives
the measured SNR of the file. While the measured SNR is
close to the target SNR, they will not be exactly the same.
This explains why we have a continuous SNR distribution in
Fig. 3. Unless stated otherwise, all SNR in the sequel means
measured SNR.

Common Condition
CC2
CC4
CC5

No. of occurrences

A two-channel VAD [43], [44] was applied to detect the
speech regions of each utterance. 19 Mel frequency cepstral
coefficients together with log energy plus their 1st- and 2ndderivatives were extracted from the speech regions as detected
by the VAD, followed by cepstral mean normalization [45]
and feature warping [46] with a window size of 3 seconds.
A 60-dim acoustic vector was extracted every 10ms, using a
Hamming window of 25ms.

TABLE I
T EST SEGMENT CONDITIONS FOR CC2, CC4, AND CC5 OF NIST 2012
SRE.

No. of occurrences

Test Data: All test data were extracted from NIST 2012
SRE, as defined by the core.ndx file in the evaluation
plan. This paper focuses on common conditions (CC)
2, 4, and 5 of the evaluation plan. Table I shows the
conditions of the test segments under these common
conditions.

No. of occurrences

•

6

Test Segment Conditions
Phone call speech.
Phone call speech with added
noise.
Phone call speech intentionally
collected in a noisy environment.

SNR distribution of test utterances in CC2
100
50
0
0

10

20

30
SNR/dB

40

50

SNR distribution of test utterances in CC4
100
50
0
0

10

20

30
SNR/dB

40

50

SNR distribution of test utterances in CC5
40
20
0
0

10

20

30
SNR/dB

40

50

Fig. 2. SNR distributions of test utterances in CC2, CC4 and CC5 of NIST
2012 SRE.

C. I-vector Preprocessing
I-vectors were extracted based on gender-dependent UBMs
with 1024 mixtures and total variability matrices with 500 total
factors. Similar to [50], we applied within-class covariance
normalization (WCCN) [11] to whiten the i-vectors, followed
by length normalization (LN) to reduce the non-Gaussian behavior of the 500-dimensional i-vectors. Then, nonparametric
feature analysis (NFA) or LDA was applied to reduce intraspeaker variability and emphasize discriminative information.
This procedure projects the i-vectors onto a 200-dimensional
subspace so that the amount of training data should be
sufficient to estimate a reliable NFA-projected matrix or LDAprojected matrix. Then SNR-invariant PLDA and Gaussian
PLDA models with 150 latent identity factors were trained.
In the following, we refer to the i-vector/PLDA
framework in which the i-vectors have gone through
WCCN+LN+LDA+WCCN as conventional PLDA system.
Similarly, we refer to the i-vector/PLDA framework in
which the i-vectors have gone through WCCN+LN+NFA
as N-PLDA. We used WCCN+LN+NFA rather than
WCCN+LN+NFA+WCCN because we found that the
transformation matrix corresponding to the last WCCN
in the processing pipeline is close to an identity matrix.
As a result, it does not have effect on the NFA-projected
i-vectors. The proposed framework of SNR-invariant PLDA
in nonparametric subspace is referred to as NS-PLDA. As a
comparison, SNR-invariant PLDA modeling in the subspace
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SNR distribution of the noise corrupted utterances used in the training data for male trials

No. of occurrences

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

SNR/dB
SNR distribution of the noise corrupted utterances used in the training data for female trials

No. of occurrences

50
40
30
20
10
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

SNR/dB

Fig. 3. SNR distribution of the noise corrupted utterances used in the training
data for the experiments on CC4.

reduced by WCCN+LN+LDA+WCCN is named as S-PLDA.
Also, the SNR-dependent mixture of PLDA in [35] was used
as a comparison, which is named as mPLDA in the sequel.
Table II summarizes the nomenclatures of various methods.
TABLE II
N OMENCLATURES OF VARIOUS PLDA MODELS . WCCN: W ITHIN - CLASS
COVARIANCE ANALYSIS ; LN: L ENGTH NORMALIZATION ; LDA: L INEAR
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ; NFA: NONPARAMETRIC FEATURE ANALYSIS ;
mPLDA: SNR- DEPENDENT MIXTURE OF PLDA; SI-PLDA:
SNR- INVARIANT PLDA.

Method Name
PLDA
mPLDA
N-PLDA
S-PLDA
NS-PLDA

I-vector Preprocessing

Generative Model

WCCN+LN+LDA+WCCN
PLDA (Eq. 7)
WCCN+LN+LDA+WCCN mPLDA in [35]
WCCN+LN+NFA
PLDA (Eq. 7)
WCCN+LN+LDA+WCCN SI-PLDA (Eq. 12)
WCCN+LN+NFA
SI-PLDA (Eq. 12)

V. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of different systems using equal error rate (EER), minimum DCF (minDCF)
[42] and DET curves [51].
A. Effects of Nonparametric Feature Analysis
This experiment aims to investigate the contribution of
nonparametric feature analysis on the discriminative power of
preprocessed i-vectors. To this end, the performance of PLDA
and N-PLDA is compared using the experimental results on
CC2 and CC5 of NIST 2012 SRE. Because test utterances in
CC2 and CC5 have high SNRs (see Fig. 2), we only used the
original (tel+mic) utterances in NIST 2006–2010 SREs to train
the models, excluding speakers with less than two utterances.
For the NFA, we used a subset of the development data set in
which each speaker has at least 16 utterances, which amounts
to 431 male and 469 female speakers.

Results in Table III show that N-PLDA outperforms PLDA
on both common conditions, suggesting that NFA is a better ivector preprocessing method than LDA. In addition, N-PLDA
can achieve good performance with different numbers of
nearest neighbors. However, when k1 and k2 are very small or
very large (smaller than 3 or larger than 12), the performance
of N-PLDA degrades. The reason is that if k1 and k2 are too
small, there will not be enough within-class and between-class
neighboring i-vectors to estimate the scatter matrices in Eq. 9
and Eq. 10, leading to inaccurate NFA-projection matrices. On
the other hand, when the number of nearest neighbors is too
large (say k1 = k2 = 16), the merit of nearest neighbours in
NFA is lost. This is because a large value of k1 means that
the within-speaker scatter matrix in Eq. 9 is based on intraspeaker distances rather than the distances between the closest
i-vectors of the same speaker. Similarly, a large value of k2
means that the between-speaker scatter matrix in Eq. 10 will
be based on some non-boundary i-vectors, which defeats the
purpose of NFA.
Note that k1 and k2 are speaker-independent. Therefore,
by selecting a value for these parameters within a legitimate
range, the value can be applied to all training speakers.
Possible range for k1 and k2 is [1, min(Ni )], where Ni is
the number of sessions from speaker i. Because we used
speakers with at least 16 sessions for training the NFAprojected matrices, min(Ni ) = 16. We found that the middle
of this range (i.e., k1 = k2 = 8) is appropriate for Eq. 9 and
Eq. 10 to obtain good estimates of the scatter matrices.
Table III shows that the gain of NFA is higher for male than
for female. This is primarily caused by the abundant of female
data available for estimating the LDA and NFA projection matrices. According to Eqs. 3 and 4, LDA requires estimating the
speaker-dependent means µi ’s for all speakers. Any speakers
with a limited number of sessions will lead to inaccurate µi
and thus inaccurate covariance. On the other hand, because
NFA does not compute speaker-dependent means, it is still
effective even if the number of sessions of some speakers is
small. For female, the effect of data scarcity on LDA is less
prominent because the number of female speakers is 469, as
opposed to 431 male speakers. Therefore, benefit of NFA is
less prominent for female.
B. Performance of SNR-Invariant PLDA
In this subsection, we report results on CC2, CC4 and CC5
to compare the proposed framework with the state-of-the-art
framework.
For experiments on CC4, the original (tel+mic) in NIST
2006–2010 SREs together with the selected noise corrupted
telephone utterances described in Section IV-A were used
to train the gender-dependent SNR-invariant PLDA models
and conventional PLDA models. Speakers with less than two
utterances were excluded in the training data. For the training
of gender-dependent NFA projection matrices, we used a
subset of the corresponding training data set in which each
speaker has at least 24 utterances (including both original and
noise contaminated ones). The numbers of nearest neighbors
(k1 and k2 in Eq. 9 and Eq. 10) used for computing the
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF PLDA AND N-PLDA ON CC2 AND CC5 OF NIST 2012 SRE CORE SET. k1 AND k2 ARE THE PARAMETERS IN E Q . 9 AND E Q . 10,
WHICH CONTROL THE NUMBERS OF THE NEAREST NEIGHBORS IN NFA.

Method

k1 &k2

PLDA

–
4
8
12
16

N-PLDA

Male
CC2
CC5
EER(%) minDCF EER(%) minDCF
2.40
2.12
2.04
2.17
2.25

0.332
0.301
0.304
0.296
0.332

2.80
2.54
2.48
2.54
2.57

0.303
0.303
0.302
0.325
0.322

Female
CC2
CC5
EER(%) minDCF EER(%) minDCF
2.19
1.90
1.88
1.91
2.10

0.335
0.341
0.334
0.333
0.353

2.34
2.30
2.21
2.26
2.28

0.331
0.325
0.321
0.321
0.323

TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE OF PLDA, M PLDA, N-PLDA, S-PLDA, AND NS-PLDA ON CC4 OF NIST 2012 SRE ( CORE SET ). K IS THE NUMBER OF SNR
SUB - GROUPS AND Q IS THE DIMENSION OF SNR FACTORS IN SNR- INVARIANT PLDA. S EE TABLE II FOR THE I - VECTOR PREPROCESSING FOR
DIFFERENT METHODS .

Training Data

Method

K

Q

Original (tel+mic)

PLDA
PLDA
mPLDA in [35]
N-PLDA

Original (tel+mic)
and noise
corrupted tel

S-PLDA

–
–
–
–
3
5
6
7
8
3
5
6
6
6
7
8
8
8

–
–
–
–
40
40
40
30
30
40
40
10
40
50
30
10
30
50

NS-PLDA

NFA projection matrix were set to 12 and 10 for male and
female, respectively. Based on the argument in Section V-A,
these numbers are half of the minimum number of sessions
per training speakers.
In order to verify the effectiveness of SNR invariant PLDA,
the same preprocessing and NFA projection were applied in
both N-PLDA systems and NS-PLDA systems. To train the
SNR-invariant PLDA models in S-PLDA systems and NSPLDA systems, the training data set (including the original
and the noise corrupted utterances in Fig. 3) was divided into
K groups according to the measured SNRs of the utterances.
Specifically, the measured SNRs of the whole training data
set were divided into K intervals such that each interval
corresponds to one SNR sub-group. The k-th SNR sub-group
comprises the i-vectors whose corresponding utterances have
SNR falling in the k-th SNR interval. For example, when
K = 8, the SNR divisions for the training data and the number
of training utterances falling in each of the divisions are shown
in Table IV. The intervals were set such that they progressively
increase when SNR increases.
In our experiments, we make sure that the number of

Male
EER(%) minDCF
3.93
0.375
3.39
0.325
2.88
0.329
3.13
0.312
3.20
0.300
3.10
0.296
3.02
0.296
3.13
0.302
3.24
0.306
2.72
0.289
2.67
0.291
2.63
0.288
2.63
0.287
2.67
0.289
2.63
0.294
2.72
0.291
2.70
0.292
2.76
0.290

Female
EER(%) minDCF
3.83
0.423
3.10
0.354
2.71
0.332
2.82
0.341
2.95
0.327
2.97
0.326
2.93
0.320
2.93
0.326
2.89
0.329
2.36
0.314
2.38
0.322
2.44
0.320
2.43
0.319
2.45
0.318
2.32
0.316
2.24
0.313
2.29
0.313
2.33
0.318

speaker factors plus SNR factors is no more than 200. Because
the speaker factor was set to 150, we set the SNR factor (Q) to
40 or 30 according to the number of SNR sub-groups (K). To
investigate the effect of varying the number of SNR factors,
we set Q = 10 and Q = 50 for fixed K. The results suggest
that the performance does not vary significantly when we vary
Q from 10 to 50.
Results in Table V show that incorporating noise corrupted
telephone utterances into the training data can improve the
system performance on CC4. Comparing different methods,
we observed that N-PLDA, mPLDA, S-PLDA, and NS-PLDA
outperform the PLDA, and the best result was achieved by
NS-PLDA. Moreover, the performance of S-PLDA and NSPLDA stays stable when the number of SNR groups increases
from 5 to 8. Comparing mPLDA and S-PLDA, we can see that
S-PLDA achieves a lower minDCF, while, mPLDA achieves
a lower EER. The results also suggest that NFA can improve
the performance of PLDA and SNR-invariant PLDA when it
is used as a preprocessor and that S-PLDA and NS-PLDA can
address SNR mismatch under noisy conditions.
For SNR-invariant PLDA, it is important to determine an
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TABLE VI
P ERFORMANCE OF PLDA, M PLDA, N-PLDA, S-PLDA, AND NS-PLDA ON CC2 AND CC5 OF NIST 2012 SRE ( CORE SET ). K IS THE NUMBER OF
SNR SUB - GROUPS IN SNR- INVARIANT PLDA. S EE TABLE II FOR THE I - VECTOR PREPROCESSING FOR DIFFERENT METHODS .

Method

K

PLDA
mPLDA
N-PLDA

–
–
–
3
S-PLDA
6
3
NS-PLDA
6

Male
CC2
CC5
EER(%) minDCF EER(%) minDCF
2.40
2.47
2.04
2.38
2.47
1.96
1.99

0.332
0.283
0.304
0.316
0.314
0.277
0.278

2.80
2.80
2.48
2.80
2.93
2.47
2.48

0.303
0.287
0.302
0.302
0.304
0.273
0.275

Female
CC2
CC5
EER(%) minDCF EER(%) minDCF
2.19
2.07
1.88
1.90
1.91
1.74
1.72

0.335
0.328
0.334
0.303
0.311
0.290
0.290

Speaker Detection Performance

10
Miss probability (in %)

Miss probability (in %)

PLDA
N−PLDA
S−PLDA
NS−PLDA

20

10

5

2
1

5

2
1

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.331
0.342
0.321
0.319
0.318
0.294
0.294

Speaker Detection Performance
PLDA
N−PLDA
S−PLDA
NS−PLDA

20

2.34
2.46
2.21
2.37
2.42
2.07
2.04

0.1 0.2

0.5

1
2
5
10
False Alarm probability (in %)

20

0.1

0.1 0.2

0.5

1
2
5
10
False Alarm probability (in %)

20

Fig. 4. The DET Performance of PLDA, N-PLDA, S-PLDA (K = 6), and
NS-PLDA (K = 6) for male speakers on CC4 of NIST 2012 SRE (core set).
See Table II for the nomenclatures in the legend.

Fig. 5. The DET Performance of PLDA, N-PLDA, S-PLDA (K = 6), and
NS-PLDA (K = 8) for female speakers on CC4 of NIST 2012 SRE (core
set). See Table II for the nomenclatures in the legend.

appropriate value of K. In particular, in the two extreme cases
where K is either very small (≤ 3) or very large (same as
the number of training i-vectors), the SNR-invariant PLDA
will not be effective. This is because for the former, each of

the SNR factors (wk in Eq. 12) will need to represent the ivectors with a wide range of SNR. On the other hand, for the
latter case, there will be so many SNR factors in Eq. 12 that
each i-vectors are considered to be obtained from a unique
SNR. This means that in such situation the SNR-invariant
PLDA model reduces to the traditional Gaussian PLDA, which
only considers the session variability instead of the variability
caused by different levels of SNR.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the DET curves of different methods
under CC4. For the curves of S-PLDA and NS-PLDA, we
reported the results of male speakers for K = 6 in Table V.
For female speakers, the results for K = 6 and K = 8 in
Table V were reported. Again, NS-PLDA performs the best at
all of the operating points in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Because the test utterances in CC2 and CC5 have high SNRs
and the corresponding SNR ranges are narrower than that in
CC4, only the original (tel+mic) utterances in NIST 2006–
2010 SREs were used to train the gender-dependent models for
the experiments on CC2 and CC5. Results of different methods
are listed in Table VI. For N-PLDA, the results were obtained
when the number of nearest neighbors was set to 8, i.e., k1 =

TABLE IV
SNR S UB -G ROUP D IVISIONS FOR THE T RAINING DATA S ET W HEN
K = 8. T HE NUMBER OF TRAINING UTTERANCES IN THE SNR
SUB - GROUPS (K = 8 IN E Q . 12), WHERE AN SNR SUB - GROUP IS DEFINED
BY THE SNR RANGE IN D B. T HE TRAINING UTTERANCES WERE
PRODUCED BY ADDING BABBLE NOISE TO THE ORIGINAL ( CLEAN )
TRAINING UTTERANCES AT SNR BETWEEN 6 TO 15 D B.

Sub-Group

SNR Range (dB)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2–4
4–6
6–8
8–11
11–15
15–20
20–35
> 35

No. of Utterances
Male
Female
3556
3866
3748
4346
4246
4734
5064
5224
5457
5889
3047
4684
3918
6020
4194
8534
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k2 = 8 in Eqs. 9 and 10. The dimension of the SNR factor in
S-PLDA and NS-PLDA was set to 40. Evidently, NS-PLDA
achieves the best performance among all methods. S-PLDA
outperforms PLDA when the number of SNR subgroups was
set to 3, but its performance becomes poor when K = 6. The
reason is that the SNR range of CC2 and CC5 is narrower than
that of CC4, which does not require as many SNR sub-groups
as that in CC4.
VI. C ONCLUSION
A new framework, namely SNR-invariant PLDA, in which
the pre-processed i-vectors are assumed to live in a nonparametric subspace has been proposed. The framework is
designed to address the SNR mismatch in practical speaker
verification. This work has two main contributions.
1) Nonparametric feature analysis was introduced to extract
effective feature subset and discriminative boundary information. This is achieved by constructing two nonparametric scatter matrices.
2) An SNR-invariant PLDA modeling was proposed to deal
with the mismatch caused by different levels of background noise. By assuming that the i-vectors share the
same SNR-specific information when the corresponding
utterances’ SNRs fall within a narrow range, we incorporate an SNR factor to the conventional Gaussian PLDA
model. In this model, both SNR-specific and identityspecific factors are learned by supervised learning and
are compressed into two different subspaces.
The proposed framework was compared against state-of-theart i-vector/PLDA systems on the NIST SRE 2012 data set.
NFA outperformed LDA on three common conditions and was
shown to be a suitable preprocessor for PLDA algorithm.
The proposed NS-PLDA framework achieves much better
performance than PLDA, N-PLDA, mPLDA, and S-PLDA
systems in noisy situation. It is worth noting that the SNRinvariant PLDA model can be used to deal with cross channel
problems as well.
A PPENDIX A
To simplify notations, we use xkij instead of x̂kij in Eq. 12
to represent LDA- or NFA-projected i-vectors.
The posterior density of hi can be obtained according to
the Bayesian rule:
p(X |hi , θ)p(hi )
∝ p(X |hi , θ)p(hi )
p(X )
K HY
i (k) h
i
Y
=
p(xkij |hi , θ)p(hi )

p(hi |X , θ) =

PK
where Φ1 = UU> + Σ and Ni =
k=1 Hi (k) is the
number of i-vectors from the i-th speaker. Suppose h follows a
Gaussian distribution N (h|µ, C), we can obtain the following
property:
o
n 1
N (h|µ, C) ∝ exp − (h − µ)> C−1 (h − µ)
2
(28)
o
n
1
> −1
∝ exp h C µ − h> C−1 h .
2
Let us define
L1i ≡ I + Ni V> Φ−1
(29)
1 V.
Then, comparing Eq. 27 and Eq. 28, the posterior mean and
2nd-order posterior moment of hi can be estimated as:
hhi |X i = (L1i )−1 V> Φ−1
1

K H
i (k)
X
X
(xkij − m)

(30)

k=1 j=1

hhi hTi |X i = (L1i )−1 + hhi |X ihhi |X iT .

(31)

Similarly, to compute the posterior mean and posterior moment
of wk , we define
L2k ≡ I + Mk U> Φ−1
(32)
2 U
P
S
where Φ2 = VV> +Σ and Mk = i=1 Hi (k) is the number
of i-vectors falling in the k-th SNR group. The posterior mean
and 2nd-order posterior moment of wk can be obtained as
follows:
hwk |X i = (L2k )−1 U> Φ−1
2

S H
i (k)
X
X

(xkij − m)

(33)

hwk wkT |X i = (L2k )−1 + hwk |X ihwk |X iT

(34)

i=1 j=1

0

To maximize Q(θ |θ) in Eq. 13, we first maximize the loglikelihood function L(X ; θ 0 ) with respect to θ 0 :
h
i
L(X ; θ 0 ) ≡ ln p(X , h, w|θ 0 ) = ln p(X |h, w, θ 0 )p(h, w)
i
X h
=
ln p(xkij |hi , wk , θ 0 )p(hi )p(wk )
i,k,j

=

Xh

ln N (xkij |m + V0 hi + U0 wk , Σ0 )

i,k,j

i
+ ln N (hi |0, I) + ln N (wk |0, I)
1 Xh
ln |Σ0 | + (xkij − m − V0 hi − U0 wk )>
∝−
2
i,k,j

0 −1

Σ

>
(xkij − m − V0 hi − U0 wk ) + h>
i hi + wk wk

i
(35)

k=1 j=1

=

K HY
i (k) h
Y

0

N (xkij |m

i
+ Vhi , Φ1 )N (hi |0, I)

k=1 j=1

(
∝ exp

> −1
h>
i V Φ1

0

0

Differentiating Eq. 35 with respect to V , U , and Σ , fol∂L
∂L
lowed by setting h ∂V
0 |X , θi = 0, h ∂U0 |X , θi = 0, and
∂L
h ∂Σ0 |X , θi = 0, we obtain Eq. 23–Eq. 25.

K H
i (k)
X
X
(xkij − m)
k=1 j=1

1
(I + Ni V> Φ−1
− h>
1 V)hi
2 i

A PPENDIX B

)
(27)

To simplify notations, we use xs and xt instead of x̂s and
x̂t in Eq. 26 to represent the NFA-projected i-vectors. If xs
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and xt are from the same speaker, then we have



 
 



h
xs
m
V U 0 
s
ws +
=
+
(36)
xt
m
V 0 U
t
wt
where h represents the speaker factor shared by both ivectors and ws and wt represent the SNR factors of the two
utterances, respectively. Eq. 36 can be written in a compact
form:
x̃st = m̃ + Ãz̃st + ˜st

11

=

1 T
T
[x Qxs + 2xT
s Pxt + xt Qxt ] + const
2 s
(40)

where
−1
−1
P = Σ−1
,
tot Σac (Σtot − Σac Σtot Σac )
−1
−1
Q = Σ−1
.
tot − (Σtot − Σac Σtot Σac )
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